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Welcome to this latest edition of the Westwood newsletter.
I  wil l  start by congratulating the Year 11 MYP class of 2021 and all  their
teachers. We were very pleased to see a set of very good results from the MYP
class of 2021. It  is particularly pleasing to note that our MYP students and their
teachers achieved above world average grades in nearly all  subject areas. Along
with the outstanding IB Diploma results,  the exam classes of 2021 did the
school proud.

Although our results are very good and compare favourably to the best IB
schools around the globe, we are not complacent. We continue to work hard as
a school to improve all  aspects of our teaching and learning. We engage our
teachers, our students and you our parents to seek every avenue to continue
improving. In IB terms, we are all  “ l ife-long learners” who strive to improve each
and every day.

As we watch on our televisions the terrible events occurring in Eastern Europe
at this time, I  am reminded of the words of the IB mission statement. It  tells us
that is our school ’s great responsibil ity to create:
“caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world
through education”
There has never been a time when this goal was more important and here at
Westwood, we do our best to be true to this powerful mission statement every
day.

I  hope you enjoy our newsletter and I wish you a peaceful day.

Dear Westwood Community,

Robert Owen Jones
Head of School

MESSAGE FROM THE 

HEAD OF SCHOOL



We are off to a great start of the school year in the secondary school. We have received and
analyzed our IB (International Baccalaureate) results from the November 2021 exam session. We
would like to congratulate our former students in the IB Diploma Program for their 100% passing
rate. Commendations also go to our IB Middle Years Programme students who performed very well
in the MYP e-Assessments and beat the world average in nearly all the subjects. Westwood is
continuing on its path to excellence.

Our goal is to make every student in our section achieve the same type of success. We are happy to
report that our Year 7 students have transitioned well to secondary school now. They enjoy having
their own lockers, sharing breaks with upperclassmen and having a teacher for each subject. This
year, we welcomed many new students in year 8. Their integration into their new environment has
been seemingless. During class visits or breaks, it is impossible to distinguish between new and
old students. All our students are so welcoming, caring and open-minded.

As far as academics are concerned, learning is already in full swing. Students are participating in
student-centered activities in the classroom. Group work, student presentations, classroom
discussions are occurring in classes frequently. Teachers have also started assessing students.
We regularly analyze the results of those assessments and compare them with other sets of data.
In an effort to ensure success for all students, we contact parents if we realize that a student is at
risk. 

By this time, each parent should know who the homeroom teacher of their child is. The homeroom
teachers are the first point of contact. The homeroom teachers are the advocates of their
students. They receive absence notes from parents, arrange for missing work, advise students on
how they can exercise their student agency. Homeroom teachers also communicate information to
parents through ManageBac and the class Telegram. Homeroom teachers see your child every day
during homeroom.

Finally, we have begun afternoon activities. They run from 13:15 to 14:15 Monday through Thursday.
We encourage students to participate in the range of activities that we offer. It is important,
however, that the students be picked up promptly at 14:15. Students who are picked up late risk
losing their right to participate. We count on the parents to ensure that students go home
promptly after their activities.

Let’s have a great 2022 school year!

Parfait Awono

Greetings to the Westwood community,

Secondary Principal

FROM THE DESK OF
THE SECONDARY

PRINCIPAL



G R E E T I N G S  E V E R Y O N E

FROM THE DESK OF THE PRIMARY PRINCIPAL

We started a modified Afternoon Activity Programme this term and we have received an
overwhelming response. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the parents for
dropping off and collecting the children on time after the activities. Your punctuality
helps us tremendously to manage the students and avoid congestion and your support in
this matter is highly appreciated. 

In the past six weeks of school, the students have been deeply engrossed in the different
Units of Inquiry at each grade level and have been thoroughly enjoying the rich learning
experiences in the inquiry process. Where the Reception kids have been exploring their
personal, social, physical health and human relationships, the Year 1 students have been
thinking about the importance of numbers. In Lower Primary, the Year 2 students have
been inquiring about the importance of exercise, rest and a balanced diet and the Year 3s
are acquiring knowledge about the different water bodies and the impact of human
activities on them. There’s more intense activity going on in the Upper Primary; where on
one hand the students have taken a deep dive into the Solar System and the Properties of
Air, on the other hand, the students are finding out the reasons why humans migrate and
the impact this has on society. 

What to look forward to?
· Summative Assessments in Mathematics and Language Arts on 28th and 29th March
respectively
· Student portfolios sent home on Monday, 4th April
· Three-Way Virtual Conferences on Wednesday, 6th April

Three-way conferences involve the student, parents and the teacher. Students discuss
their learning and understanding with their parents and the teacher, reflecting upon work
samples they have chosen to share in their portfolios. The student, parents and the
teacher collaborate to establish and identify the student’s strengths and areas for
improvement, set new goals, and how they can support the achievement of the goals. 
More information regarding the Three-way Conferences will be communicated via
ManageBac. 
Our aim is to provide opportunities for each child to achieve their full potential in their
academic, creative, personal, physical and moral development. This can be achieved
through the highest quality of student-centred teaching and learning within a happy and
safe environment.

Yours in Education

Nidhi Bhatnagar

Interim Primary Principal



OVERVIEW OF THE MYP RESULTS: NOVEMBER-2021

MYP eAssessment performance at WIS: 2016‐2021
 

“Be like a Chameleon, with one eye on the future and one eye on the past”
What a fitting caption to our meeting this afternoon

Number of candidates registered in the session: 21
Number of subject entries in the session:184
Number of candidates who successfully obtained the certificate:15
Number of students with points of 28 and above: All 21 students
Average points obtained by candidates who obtained the certificate:41- this is an increase over the previous
years.
Nine out of the 21 students obtained a total point of 40 or above.
Highest points awarded to a candidate:51 after 2017, where the highest point was a 52.
Average grade obtained at the school by candidates who obtained the certificate: 5.14
This was the highest mean grade since the start of the MYP eAssessments at WIS(since 2016) and also above
the world mean grade of 4.8
In thirteen subjects WIS exceeded world average and in most subject WIS. This year saw the highest average
points scored at WIS in many subjects.
Out of the 21 students 18 exceeded their predicted grades, and one student got grades as predicted. The other
two students were a point away from the predicted grades.
Number of candidates that obtained 7’s in subjects: 
Individual and Societies-9(21 students)
Sciences- 8- 5 from Chemistry(10 students), 2 from Physics(13 students), 1 from Biology(12 students)
Visual Arts- 2 from 9 students
Interdisciplinary -2 out of 21 students
English- 1 from 21 students
Three new students who joined the programme in Term 3 of Year 10, successfully completed the MYP
programme.

PP: The average
has moved
upwards to a 4.38
points
IDU : The average
score has moved
upwards to 5.05
The team work and
collaboration of the
secondary teachers
is the key to
improvement in
Personal Project
and
Interdisciplinary
Assessment
results.



Henri Rakotomamonjy-
Year 8

 
I'm honoured to have

received this Merit
Award because it proves
that hard work and effort

pay off. Balancing
studies and

entertainment, as well as
organizing my daily

activities, helped me
greatly in receiving this

award. Everyone has
different ways of

studying and I believe
that every student is

capable of receiving this
achievement. 

 

Uma Kurtagic-
Year 9

 
“I managed to keep my
grades up by having
good time
management. I think
that having good time
management plays a
big role in how we do in
school. Effective time
management allows you
to complete more in
less time, because your
attention is focused.
Also remember that
getting a bad grade
isn’t the end of the
world; what matters is
how you move on from
it and learn from your
mistakes, you can
always do better in
your next task”

Rhumbidzai Muusah
Year 8

 
Be encouraged to work hard
in school, try to set goals for
yourself to get things done
and always put effort in your
work because one day this is
all going to pay off and you
will be very proud of yourself.

Lena Famien 
Year 9

 
Last year. 3rd term I had
tried my best to keep up

with the work by doing the
work in order of priority or
content needed. Whenever
I was disappointed with a
grady in any subject I will
double the quality of the

work to try and get a better
grade.

Sasa Durac
Year 9

To tell the truth I don't really
know how I got my grades up
like that, I was quite surprised

myself. I do know that one
day I started thinking about

my future and the IB diploma
program. I wanted to be

prepared for it and pass with
flying colours, so I got a bit
more serious and put more

effort into my work.

MYP: Academic
Excellence

Students' Comments



PEN LICENSE!
YEAR 4BS HAVE BEEN WORKING SO HARD TO
EARN THEIR PEN LICENSES.  

A pen license is a formal acknowledgement children receive

from their teacher once their handwriting is accepted to be

of a good standard. The pen license grants children

permission to use a pen instead of a pencil when writing in

class.

To qualify for a Pen license, the students need to

consistently write neatly in their books using good

handwriting. 

Good handwriting contributes to reading fluency because it

activates visual perception of letters. Handwriting is a

predictor of success in other subjects, because good

handwriting has a positive impact on grades.

Congratulations to Mnetisi Magagula and
Chiphele Moesi who have so far earned their
pen licenses.



DONATIONS AND HEARTFELT V-DAY MESSAGES

#WISCARES#WISCARES

 Last year WIS students
organised an activity at the
school as action during the
PYP Exhibition. The Head of
Lesedi Primary School Mr. K.
Letsholo, Deputy Head Mrs.
Oabile and Mrs. Masego
Mathumo received furniture
from Westwood (represented
by the Service Learning
Leader, Mr. Jafias Sifani).

Westwood continues to live
the IB Learner profile
attributes by demonstrating
care and building
partnerships with the local
community. 

2B LOVING
MESSAGES

 
The 2B celebrated

Valentine’s Day by
appreciating their

loved ones,
reminding us that

simple loving
messages can mean

a lot to someone
else.

DONATIONS TO LESEDI
PRIMARY SCHOOL



THE  YEAR  6S  HAD  THE  PLEASURE  OF  LEARNING

FROM  A  GUEST  SPEAKER  MARGUNN  INDREBOE

ALSHAIKH  WHO  IS  THE  DEPUTY  RESIDENT

REPRESENTATIVE  OF  UNDP  BOTSWANA .  THIS  BEING

IN  L INE  WITH  OUR  CURRENT  UNIT  OF  INQUIRY-

‘WHERE  WE  ARE  PLACE  AND  TIME ’ ,  UNDER  THE

TOPIC  MIGRATION .  MARGUNN  TOLD  THE  YEAR  6S

ABOUT  DIFFERENT  COUNTRIES  SHE  HAS  WORKED

IN ,  THAT  HAVE  CONFLICT  AND  THE  WORK  THEY  DO

AS  AN  ORGANIZATION  TO  HELP  THE  DISPLACED

PEOPLE .

 

Life is a journey

 

DID  YOU  KNOW  THAT  THE  UNITED  NATIONS  USES

2 .6  BILLION  USD  A  YEAR  TO  HELP  THE  REFUGEES

AROUND  THE  WORLD  BY  PROVIDING  SHELTER ,

FOOD ,  HEALTH  CARE  AND  EDUCATION  FOR

DISPLACED  CHILDREN?

 



School expo
at Broadhurst Primary School

W I S  A T T E N D S

WIS had a successful day at Broadhurst marketing the school to prospective parents.

A huge thank you to our students for volunteering their time to support our stall - 

Gabriel Verreynne, Sarah Hill, Moksh Bhatnagar & Ethan Jooste.

https://westwoodis.managebac.com/teacher/navigate?global_search%5Bq%5D=gabriel&target=%2Fteacher%2Fusers%2F11567465


MS CHARI & THE 2021 YEAR 5 CLASS:
AUTHORS OF A BOOK

I I DISTINCTLY REMEMBER THE DAY I TOLD THE CLASS THAT OUR NEW UNIT OF ENQUIRY WAS "POETRY WORKS". I HEARD LESS
THAN ENTHUSIASTIC "OOOS" AND "AAHHS". A COUPLE OF FACES LIT UP AT THE REST WERE FILLED WITH DREAD AND ON THAT
NOTE, OUR SIX WEEKS' JOURNEY BEGAN. BEFORE WE KNEW IT, THERE WAS A LOCKDOWN AND STUDENTS GOT HOOKED ONTO
POETRY. THEY WROTE THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL VACATION AND AND ALONGSIDE OTHER UNITS FOR ANOTHER 12 WEEKS. WE

BEGAN WITH THE GAME "RHYMING NONSENSE" AND FILL-IN BALLADS. THIS HAS BEEN A JOURNEY FILLED WITH NEW LEARNINGS,
CREATIVITY, EXPERIMENTS AND GROWTH. CONGRATULATIONS YEAR 5S FOR YOUR HARD WORK, I AM SUPER PROUD OF YOU. I

CELEBRATE YOU POETS!
 

MRS JUDITH CHARI
HOMEROOM TEACHER



CAS
AND SERVICE CORNER

This month’s edition just goes to evidence the determination,
perseverance and international mindedness of our globally conscious
learners at Westwood. We, as a school, are so proud of all that they have
achieved. Well, we have started the new school year with a bang and
have so many interesting SA and CAS initiative running already! This year
there will be greater emphasis on students being able to think locally
while becoming agents of global change. This will be promoted through
the infusion of the United Nations 17 Sustainable development Goals into
our service experiences. Students will be encouraged to think about their
community and environmental outreach activities to see how they can
align with the UNSDG’s. 

YEAR 13: COMPLETION OF PROJECTS OF SIGNIFICANT LENGTH

 The Year 13 students are super busy completing their CAS Projects of
Significant Length. They have identified, planned and initiated some
wonderful projects within our local community. Not only have they
learnt valuable, transferable skills through the process but had great fun
collaborating with their community partners and peers at the same
time.

FOOT-
BALL

FASHION
SHOW

LGBTQ

MATH 
CLUB

LAND
SCAPING

WELCOME BACK TO THE CAS AND SERVICE AS ACTION CORNER OF THE
WESTWOOD NEWSLETTER. 



Vulture outreach
Vulture posters and outreach.  

The work of our Year 12 learners has been donated to Mokolodi and is now
being displayed in their Reception area for all visitors to enjoy.

Volunteering again and strengthening our partnership:-

Watch the video created for vulture conservation awareness which was donated to
Mokolodi.  Visit their Facebook page by typing in Mokolodi Nature Reserve and scroll
down to watch the video.
Mokolodi Facebook, Instagram and Twitter pages – video clean up, thanks for posters
A Year 8 student, Dintle, has opted to continue work with the vultures as  part of her
Year 8 SA/Science assessment.  (More details below).



Proposed food garden:

Once upon a time, an indigenous garden was planted behind the

caravans. In true spirit…the garden was given over to “Nature to

take control of' '. The hope was to attract a variety of biodiversity

in the space but this never really materialised. 

Students in 11A, with a little help, decided to reclaim the land and

repurpose it into a vegetable garden. They have started to clear

the weeds so that they can see the exact areas they are working

with for food production. The soil will be prepared and
fertilised using the WIS organic compost (Available for sale to
the public at P50(cash only) for a 50kg bag. Speak to Ms.
Thato in the Reception area if you would like to make a
purchase for your own yard at home). Any crops that are

eventually harvested will be sold to the school community and the

money donated to the class charity of choice. Healthy food

equates to a healthy body and mind!

...CAS continued
Valentines day fundraiser for Baylor Clinic children’s

hospital

Gaurangi, Kripa, Mehak, Mbali and Capucine in 11A identified that the

children at the Baylor Children’s Hospital, within the Marina Hospital premises,

needed some art supplies and other craft material to help the children

develop their creativity while receiving treatment. They crafted paper roses,

cards and bought chocolates to sell in school to generate funds for

purchasing those stationary items. They raised over P3000!!!!. What an

achievement. Well done girls, you brought smiles to many faces on Monday

and those smiles will continue to multiply as the patients at the Baylor

Children’s clinic utilize their gifts from you. 

Palesa Keoneile(Year 11) is the gift that keeps on giving!!!

Last month Keoneile made donations of toiletries and basic

tinned food goods to some of our non-teaching staff as a way

of supporting our own, from within. This month she has done it

again!!! She realized that her backyard gardening project has

produced a yield larger than her family can consume. She

packaged up the excess and brought it for some of our cleaning

staff to share. No doubt, our ladies ate a healthy, organic and

nutritious meal that evening. Many thanks go to Keoneile for her

selfless dedication to helping those in the communities she

interacts with each day.

Reclaiming the land!

FOR

P50
CompostCompost

Martha



ECOSCHOOLS GARDEN
Year 10
At the end of the third term last year, the Secondary School hosted a half day
Eco Schools competition to recycle waste material into bird feeders and bug
hotels to attract bio diversity. As mentioned in the previous newsletter, a
great day was had by all. The competition and creativity was fierce and all
classes had great fun in the process. The winning class, 9B 2021, won plants as
their prize which they then used to create an indigenous garden in a location
of their choice and with their own design. Please see the before, during and
after photos below. (it will continue to grow and bloom as time progresses).

BEFORE

UNSDG 1 – no poverty and SDG2 of no hunger, UNSDG3 good health and wellbeing and UNSDG4
quality education. The learners loved the beanbeanbean exercise and collectively raised enough
beans to feed a family of 6 people a meal each for a day. Discussions were held around “What
would a meal for each of the members of the family mean to them?” The students brainstormed
the physical, mental and financial benefits that could arise from the meal i.e. the parents can go
to work on a full stomach (no hunger) and earn money for the family (reducing poverty), the
children can go to school with a full stomach ready to learn effectively (quality education). All of
the above promote good health and wellbeing (UNSDG 4) The United Nations 17 sustainable
development goals were examined to see which of the UNSG’s we have met through our small
participation. We understood that no matter how young or small we are, we can all make a
difference in the lives of others! You too can be a superhero like them!!!

YEAR 7 - BEAN BEAN BEAN

DURING 

AFTER
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Onkatlile Koolatotse

2022

Congratulations to our student for winning the Miss Royal
International - Pre Teen. She will be heading to America to

continue the competition. 
We are so proud of you Onkatlile, continue to shine

bright! 

Miss Royal International 



Makwala visits WIS
and donates his
book: The Solo

Runner

WIS
students
get their

2nd doses
of the

COVID-19
vaccine

RECEPTION CLASS VISITS SCIENCE

BLOCK

Thank you to the
Ministry of Health for

volunteering their nurses.


